Welcome
to the 2020
UC/Private College
Personal Statement Workshop
“Writing is an extreme privilege
but it’s also a gift. It’s a gift to yourself and
it’s a gift of giving a story to someone.”
~ Amy Tan

Amador Student
Response to Common
App Prompt 1:








Some students have a background, identity,
interest, or talent that is so meaningful they
believe their application would be incomplete
without it. If this sounds like you, then please
share your story.

Summer training and sixty mile weeks in triple digit heat were beginning to wind down for my cross country team. As the regular
season approached, we knew this was our year. We had three out of four of the best runners in the history of our school, but that was not
enough because a full cross country team requires seven. My fellow captain and I decided we needed something to bring our team together;
something to inspire us. So we ordered cheap stainless steel pet ID tags with a concise message that encompassed a major idea. A simple
white envelope arrived containing ten engraved necklaces with our team name and the year on one side and “GRIT” on the reverse.
Something about sharing these simple pendants produced a team bonding moment we’d been searching for all season.
I have been running cross country meets since my freshman year, but didn’t begin training full time until about two years ago. Running
has entailed both hardships and accomplishments that have shaped me into the hard working person I am today. Sacrifice has been a major
aspect of my running, with friends saying things like “Matt, stop running all the time!” However, it has paid off and I have achieved more
than I ever imagined. I am proud of all my awards, records and titles, but more important to me is what it takes to excel at this grueling
sport and the impact it can make on lives. I’ve learned that the skills it takes to be a successful runner directly translate into what it means
to succeed in life. Setting high goals, giving my full effort, and having faith and confidence in a positive outcome are key components that I
have learned. Despite a popular misunderstanding, cross country is a team sport and I have absorbed more about camaraderie on the cross
country team than in any other sport I played. Cross country taught me that being a leader means setting an example, performing at a high
level and putting the team’s needs before mine. Running cross country has etched sacrifice, hard work and humility into my persona.
I began to realize what a positive impact the necklaces had from the moment they were given to my team members, but I wasn’t aware to
what extent until a few weeks later. One of my teammates is a special needs student and possibly doesn’t fully understand the logistics of
cross country; however, he is very talented and is in the top seven on the team. His response to the necklace was a perfect example of the
extent cross country has impacted myself and others. It was after a league meet that I asked how the race went for him. He stumbled with a
reply: “I was thinking about stopping when another runner tried to pass and I looked at my necklace and thought about faith and strength.”
Faith and strength are two words that were never mentioned in our presentation describing the meaning of grit, but that’s what he got out of
it. I was taken aback at this remark because it was so similar to what my mom used to say. In fact, the quote on her funeral program read
“There is no room for faith if your heart is filled with fear.”
Reflecting on this I realized that these necklaces might serve as something more than just simply a tool to unite my cross country team.
Perhaps these small pendants made of metal are more accurately made of mettle. My necklace serves as a symbol of my experience as a
runner, the values my parents and coach have instilled in me, and what my mom taught me during her courageous cancer battle. I’ve
learned about strength of mind enabling me to endure pain, both physical and emotional, and constant determination, courage, faith,
fortitude, and resolution. Well you know~ grit.
Matt Conrardy c/o 2016

The Do’s and Don’ts to Writing a Most
Memorable Personal Essay
 1. Address the prompt. Be sure your response fits the question being asked.
 2. Be yourself. Schools are most interested in who you are as an individual.
Everyone has a story. What makes one story more interesting than another
is often a matter of how it is told…
 3. Create a “hook” or find an angle. Figure out an interesting way to pique
your reader’s interest and captivate his attention throughout your statement.
Make every word count.

 4. Be specific. Use concrete examples (even dialog if appropriate) to show or
to demonstrate your claims. Providing details unique to your experience will
distinguish you from other applicants. Remember: the goal is for your
statement to be unforgettable!
 5. Employ figurative language. Stylistic devices will not only put your reader
“in the moment” but also help develop your voice. Think of figurative
language (such as similes, metaphors, alliteration, onomatopoeia, assonance,
etc.) as the paint on your palette. Appeal to the reader’s senses to help
transport him into your moment.

Do’s and Don’ts Con’t
 6. Avoid clichés. Clichés are common (a.k.a. unoriginal – not for YOU!)
Stay away from overused or tired statements.
 7. Polish the silver! Write well and correctly. Proofread your essay very
carefully. Your command of the language reflects your writing ability
and attitude. Have others proofread as well. Express yourself clearly
and concisely.
 8. Do not exceed the word limit! Not adhering to the word limitations is
a huge red flag to admissions that could lead to your application being
thrown out.
 9. Have fun! Start early so that you can relax while writing and allow
your creative thoughts to flow. Writing is a process so allow time for
revision.
Sources:

“Six Tips for Writing Great Personal Statements.” USA TODAY College. Web. 19 Jun. 2013.
“Welcome to Purdue OWL: Writing the Personal Statement.” Web. 19 Jun. 2013.

10 Great Opening Lines
from Stanford Essays!
When writing your college admissions essay, do not be boring! Here are samples from winning
college essays courtesy of Stanford University. These are opening lines of admissions essays that the
Stanford admissions reps liked. All of the essay writers were accepted!!!

 1. I change my name each time I place an order at Starbucks.
 2. When I was in the eighth grade, I couldn’t read.
 3. While traveling through the daily path of life, have you ever stumbled upon a hidden
pocket of the universe?
 4. I have old hands.
 5. I was paralyzed from the waist down. I would try to move my leg or even shift an ankle
but I never got a response. This was the first time thoughts of death ever cross my mind.
 6. I almost didn’t live through September 11th, 2001.
 7. The spaghetti burbled and slushed around the pan, and as I stirred it, the noises it gave
off began to sound increasingly like bodily functions.
 8. I have been surging Lake Michigan since I was 3 years old.
 9. I stand on the riverbank surveying this rippled range like some riparian cowboy ~
instead of chaps, I wear vinyl, thigh-high waders and a lasso of measuring tape and twine
is slung over my arm.
 10. I have never seen anyone get so excited about mitochondria.

The 2020/21 UC Personal Insight Questions
https://admission.universityofcalifornia.edu/how-to-apply/applying-as-afreshman/personal-insight-questions.html
UC Santa Cruz campus

What do you want UC to know about you?
Here’s a chance to tell them in your own words.

Directions ~
 You will have 8 questions to choose from. You must
respond to only 4 of the 8 questions.
 Each response is limited to a maximum of 350 words.
 Which questions you choose to answer is entirely up
to you: But you should select questions that are
most relevant to your experience and that best
reflect your individual circumstances.

Keep in mind ~

All questions are equal: All are given equal consideration in
the application review process, which means there is no
advantage or disadvantage to choosing certain questions over
others.
There is no right or wrong way to answer these questions:
It’s about getting to know your personality, background,
interest and achievements in your own unique voice.

Remember, the personal questions are just that – personal.
The important thing is expressing who you are, what matters
to you, and what you want to share with UC.

UC Davis quad

The 8 Personal Insight
Questions
UC Merced campus

 1. Describe an example of your leadership experience in which you have
positively influenced others, helped resolve disputes or contributed to group
efforts over time.
 2. Every person has a creative side, and it can be expressed in many ways:
problem solving, original and innovative thinking, and artistically, to name a
few. Describe how you express your creative side.
 3. What would you say is your greatest talent or skill? How have you developed
and demonstrated that talent over time?

 4. Describe how you have taken advantage of a significant educational
opportunity or worked to overcome an educational barrier you have faced.

The bay view from UC Berkeley campus

 5. Describe the most significant challenge you have faced and the
steps you have taken to overcome this challenge. How has this
challenge affected your academic achievement?
 6. Think about an academic subject that inspires you. Describe how
you have furthered this interest inside and/or outside of the
classroom.
 7. What have you done to make your school or your community a
better place?

 8. Beyond what has already been shared in your application, what
do you believe makes you stand out as a strong candidate to the
University of California?

Presenting Yourself in the
UC Application Personal Insight Questions:
What is Your Story?

Writing Tips from UC Admissions
 Start Early.


Give yourself plenty of time for preparation, careful composition and revisions.

 Write Persuasively.


UC Irvine Student Center

Making a list of accomplishments, activities, awards or work will lessen the impact of your words. Expand on
a topic by suing specific, concrete examples to support the points you want to make.

 Use “I” Statements.


Talk about yourself so that we can get to know your personality, talents, accomplishments and potential for
success on a UC campus. Use “I” and “my” statements in your responses.

 Proofread and edit.


Although you will not be evaluated on grammar, spelling or sentence structure, you should proofread your
work and make sure your writing is clear. Grammatical and spelling errors can be distracting to the reader
and get in the way of what you’re trying to communicate.

 Solicit Feedback.


Your answers should reflect your own ideas and be written by you alone, but others ~ family, teachers and
friends ~ can offer valuable suggestions. Ask advice of whomever you like, but do not plagiarize from sources
in print or online and do not use anyone’s published words but your own.

 Copy and paste.


Once you are satisfied with your answers, save them in plain text and paste them into the space provided in
the application. Proofread once more to make sure no odd characters or line breaks have appeared.

 Relax.


This is one of many pieces of information we consider in reviewing your application. Your responses can only
add value to the application. An admission decision will not be based on this section alone.

An Amador Student’s Responses to the
UC Personal Insight Questions ~
William Dunlop c/0 2017



2. Every person has a creative side, and it can be expressed in many ways: problem
solving, original and innovative thinking, and artistically, to name a few. Describe
how you express your creative side.



“Don’t just read what’s in ink on the page. Read the music,” my teacher had said. I’m glad he said that;
retrospectively my three and a half years of jazz would have been rather boring had I not realized the distinction
between the order of these little round note heads and the song I was supposed to play. I always felt like the most
defining aspect of jazz music is the ability of the performer to express themselves through songs by taking them,
changing them, and making it their own. Jazz is interpretative, relying on personal flair and unique style. Jazz is
free and creative, requiring that one read past the ink and be adventurous. My sophomore band teacher said that
the musician paints on the canvas of silence. For me, jazz is a painting with a plethora of minute details and small
quirks, perhaps with subtle shading throughout, making the picture more interesting, or perhaps with splotches of
loud color emphasizing the interesting features of the art. The painting pops, exemplifying all the liveliness and
variety that I feel embodies the very essence of jazz musicianship.
I listen to recordings of jazz players a lot. I enjoy finding many versions of the same song, by different
performers, and comparing them. It truly fascinates me that despite some songs literally having thousands of
different recordings made of them, performers can still take a song and give it their own style.
By playing in jazz band through my high school years, I found an important outlet of expressing my creative
side through giving the songs we played a little bit of my own personal spin. I enjoy imprinting the pieces we
played with just a little bit of my soul, with the flourishes and improvisational solos often a reflection of my
feelings. Personally, it just wasn’t interesting to play jazz music exactly as written. While I could’ve gotten away
with just “reading the ink, “ I found that the true music of jazz lies in the creativity of the performer.





4. Describe how you have taken advantage of a significant educational
opportunity or worked to overcome an educational barrier you have faced.







A lot of my friends go to Southern California for relaxation. Going to the beach with buddies, laughs shared by a
swimming pool, sunburns: these are a few of those things that come to mind, at least for the people around me, when “LA”
or “SoCal” is mentioned.
However, when I think of Southern California, I think of days in an unfamiliar classroom, and a lab room that smells like
solder. I think of sitting in a chair in a breezy classroom alongside thirteen people I had just met, learning something that
was, for once, completely new.
At John Hopkins University Center for Talented Youth (CTY), we had 8 hours a day of learning each weekday, with
weekends free but for two hours on Sunday. Even in just three weeks of those classes, I learned more than maybe even a
whole quarter of some classes I’ve taken. There’s only so much world geography to be learned whereas my international
politics class, even condensed to a three week span, was so broad that we were still tackling the syllabus even during the very
last hour of class.
After my father arranged for me to take the required Talent Search tests in fifth grade, my first year at CTY was followed
by six consecutive years of attending the programs, each summer a different course administered over three weeks. I
cherished this opportunity throughout school in fifth grade when I built robots from a Lego kit, again as a sophomore when I
soldered together my own robot from wires and components, and most recently as a senior, when I led our Model UN and
brought up my own proposal to reform the use of UN Peacekeepers. Every year was a far cry from mindlessly reciting
capitals in geography, or going over something for the umpteenth time in many of my high school courses. Every year in the
paradisiacal ocean breeze under the Southern California sun brought a new group of friends, a different course, and a fresh
opportunity to expand my knowledge of something that I’d never heard of.

6. Think about an academic subject that inspires you. Describe how you
have furthered this interest inside and/or outside of the classroom








Throughout the first six years of my life, my father would sit at my beside each evening and teach me about
numbers. While the Winnie-the-pooh lampshade brightened the room with warm, filtered light, my dad would
teach me about these things that numbers did. I already knew their names, but I didn’t know how they worked.
First-grade me had no clue what complexities and comforts awaited me later in my academic career.
Now, in high school, I’ve found that numbers can be oddly therapeutic. Math isn’t just a subject to me, it’s
an experience; one that I’ve felt a personal connection to since those evenings spent learning the most basic
functions of numbers. In elementary school, we discovered that numbers could add, subtract, divide, and
multiply. Now, we solve problems with more of the alphabet in them than the books we read in English, and
we use math that we wouldn’t even have dreamed of the day before we learned it.
The amazing complexity of mathematics is what gives it beauty to me. But, these same intricacies that have
kept me up late at night reading article after article of math theory also frustrates other people to no end. I want
people to experience math with the same wonder I have throughout my academic career. Through the time that
I’ve spent helping my friends with their homework or formally tutoring struggling students, I’ve come to
understand that many people strongly dislike math. When I watch my instructors explain concepts to students,
I marvel at how they can help them see the numbers in ways that make sense.
Mathematics as a subject has inspired such a marvel in me that I can’t help but want to share that feeling
with others. When I tutor my peers, I always love the moment when their feeling of confusion evaporates,
when they make the connection in their brain. The instant when they notice the pattern, when they make the
link between what they see and what they’re being taught, is what mathematics is leading me to pursue – a
career in education.

7. What have you done to make your school or your community a better place?






The plates were stacked high in the kitchen of my local church, as we three, three of the five
volunteers, cleaned the dinner and dessert plates of about 120 people. It had been an odd night. A
charity group that didn’t usually host their dinners in our gathering hall at the church decided to have
their Mediterranean-themed event for these 120 people in our hall. And, they chose to use regular plates,
not disposable paper plates, and not just for dinner either, but also for dessert. So, altogether, that was
about 240 plates, not to mention all the silverware, cookware, and other extraneous utensils. Our
downsized group was the result of bad luck – our coordinators were out of town, and many of the adults
that would've been present were similarly coincidentally unavailable. The only real breaks I got
personally were the small pauses as I closed the lid on the automatic dishwasher/sterilizer, which still
required that we individually wash the dishes beforehand.
Not all of my 4 years of service with my church youth group, however, was like that. We have had
plenty of other dinners, some more relaxed and laid-back, such as the self-service beef buffets, but others
even more high-strung and stressful than our Mediterranean low-staffed extravaganza. We generally
receive donations from whatever group we helped, and these contributions go straight to an account for
funding our week-long work camp trip to Reno, where we and many other youth groups get together and
are assigned to community service projects across the area.
No amount of plates washed or square footage of floor mopped, however, can detract from the thankyous we get after these dinners. The older people attending dinners are always delighted to see young
faces helping gout, their appreciation often accompanied by smiles. The adults who we’d help out in
serving, cleaning, and dishwashing show their gratitude too, but like us, their replies sound exhausted.
Tired from serving, yes, yet sweetened by the work of helping others.

Over 900
Private/
Independent
Colleges
are using the
Common App!
www.commonapp.org

Common Application Personal
Essay Prompts 2020-2021
Choose ONE of the following to write no more than a 650 word essay:


1. Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful they believe their application
would be incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please share your story.



2. The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later success. Recount a time when you faced
a challenge, setback, or failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn from the experience?



3. Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What prompted your thinking? What was the
outcome?



4. Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. It can be an intellectual challenge, a research
query, an ethical dilemma - anything that is of personal importance, no matter the scale. Explain its significance to you
and what steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution.



5. Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of personal growth and a new understanding
of yourself or others.



6. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time. Why does it captivate
you? What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more?



7. Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you've already written, one that responds to a different
prompt, or one of your own design.

Band-Aid Art
by Alison Shapiro
The biggest shelf in my living room is stocked with upwards of two hundred boxes of band aids. Not just standard issue
beige Johnson & Johnson, either – we’ve got silver glittery ones, glow in the dark ones, neon pink spongy ones, and
waterproof ones, in every imaginable shape and size. Visitors to my apartment approach the shelf with cautious
curiosity – they want to ask, but they’re afraid it’s personal, a medical thing. Does my family just get hurt a lot? “What
are all those band aids…for?” the brave ones ask tentatively, and then recoil slightly, as if afraid of the answer.
I shrug, “My mom uses them for her artwork,” I say casually, as though band aid art is something everyone’s mother
does about {lic operating agreement.} When this is met with a blank stare, I show them my favorite piece, which uses
band aids of the neon pink spongy variety and strange black gauzy tape, along with some oversized safety pins stuck
through tiny plastic babies. Suddenly, there are more important questions than band aid related ones: “Where on
earth,” asks the astonished visitor, “did she find those babies?”
My mother has been doing weird artwork for my entire life, and when I was younger, I found myself explaining a lot.
There was a project revolving around jars of animal fat with action figures posed inside that proved especially difficult
to justify. My mom saves everything – shoe polish, corn silk, the lint from our dryer – and every time she starts a new
project with, it’s like she is inventing a new medium. Frequent visitors consider it a given that there will always be some
strange, alternative material laying around our apartment. Some even bring stuff to contribute: “Yeah, so like, I was
gonna throw this out, but I thought your mom might like it…”

Only recently have I begun to appreciate the effect that growing up around my mother and her artwork has had on
me as an artist. When I was younger, I got caught up in the explanations ~ I was always trying to “normalize” her
art, to make it seem like something all mothers did. But as soon as I stopped explaining and started really looking, I
noticed something: my mother was making some really unique and amazing stuff. Though we don’t share a medium
– she does collage and sculpture; I write, draw cartoons, and play music – for me, my mother has redefined
everything about art, what I consider cool, how utterly unimportant it is to be considered “normal” and how vital it
is to experiment, stretch boundaries, and view everything in life as material. I’ve always considered myself a creative
person, but my mother has caused me to really think about what that means, and that, in turn, has changed both how
and what I create.
A case in point: one of the best poems I wrote last year is a sonnet called “Additional Topics in Trigonometry.” This
poem was crafted out of atypical material (the verbal equivalent, perhaps, of band aids and plastic babies) and my
writing process was not what it usually is. I wasn’t even trying to write a poem—I was just sitting at my desk,
struggling with my math homework, trying to figure out the relationship between polar and rectangular form, and all
of a sudden I started noticing all these great words. Limacon. Leminscate. Cartioid. Cartesian Plane. They were all
right there in my textbook, chapter nine, a chapter entitled “Additional Topics in Trigonometry.”
In the Poetry class I was taking that term, we had just finished a unit on form and rhythm. Polar, Leminscate,
Cartesian Plane – hey, that was pentameter!—and though I had no idea what Leminscate actually was, it sure did
sound cool. I gave up on the math homework and wrote a sonnet about Precalculus, leafing excitedly through my
textbook for inspiration. Since that poem, I have started seeing the potential poem in everything, from math
homework to the SAT’s and I imagine this is how my mother sees the world—every scrap, every toy, every jar, every
band aid—it’s all just a collage waiting to happen.
My mother has taught me how to think outside the box, color outside the lines, however you want to put it – she’s
shown me how to stick band aids on a piece of glass and blow people away. That idea is transferable to any medium,
to any facet of creative life: band aids can be words, they can be pictures, they can be eighth notes in a solo. A visitor
comes into my living room, asks cautiously, “What are all those band aids…for?” I know the answer now.
No, we don’t just get hurt a lot.
It’s art.

Source: www.college-admission-essay.com

Texas A&M University 2020: Tell us your story.

What unique
opportunities or challenges have you experienced throughout your high school career
that have shaped who you are today?


Slowly I back into the box, wait for my horse to settle, glance at my partner, give a quick nod and we bolt! I
throw my rope and miss. It only takes about five seconds for an entire month of hard work to slip away.
The ride to exit the arena, loading of my horse, and drive home from the rodeo, feels like a lifetime. I am a
team roper, the only cowboy in my family – and in the state of California – I’m unique.



I come from six generations of farmers, grape growers, and contractors who homesteaded the Northern
California land where we still work and live. From them, I’ve inherited a strong work ethic, a sense of
community and the passion to do the things I love, but this cowboy life I’ve chosen was not handed down to
me. This cowboy life I’ve chosen is the product of a single, solitary song I heard on the radio when I was
eleven.



With this song, my favorite song, playing over and over in my head, I walked into the feed store and bought
my very first cowboy hat. Wearing that straw hat ignited a fire inside me that nothing could extinguish.



I begged my parents to let me buy a horse with the money, I’d worked hard to earn - money that was the
product of my own two hands. They agreed, and I made a purchase that would change me, and the course
of my life, forever.



My first horse was Blaze, and he was a terrible investment. A terrible investment, but he taught me about
spending my money wisely, recognizing mistakes, bouncing back from failure, and most importantly – that
life is not quite as easy as the song made it sound on the radio.



After countless times of being thrown down and discouraged, I sold
Blaze and I did the one thing I have always been good at – working
hard. I was fourteen and spent my entire summer running heavy
equipment and turning down offers to hang out with my friends at
the pool. I earned enough money for a better horse, bought my first
couple head of cattle and saved for a fixer-upper Ford truck. I was
now a cowboy.



I have worked every summer of high school and every last bit of
“free time” that I have to pay for my three horses, the feed for my
growing herd of cattle and to put diesel in the Ford.

Looking back on the experience I’ve chosen for my
junior high and high school years, I realize it’s probably
not so unique to dream about the life you hear about in
the lyrics of a song, but what is perhaps unique – is to
work hard to make that life your own. A lot is said
about my generation and how entitled we are, only
that’s not me. I’ve decided to focus my energy and work
extremely hard to make my dreams a reality. In the
process, I’ve even earned a couple of buckles and made
plans for my future in the construction industry. I am
fortunate that “my heroes have always been cowboys.”
Michael Lubenko c/o 2020

“A Creek Is No Place for Shoes”
– Princeton applicant
A creek is no place for shoes. I think its unreasonable to ask children to keep their shoes on in such a
place. My bare feet were always covered with calluses from walking down the rough pavement of
Peardale Street and around the corner, past the weeping willows, but not as far as the Lindsay’s squeaky
old swing-set. It was hard to see from the road, and as far as I could tell, nobody ever went there –
except for me. Large pines nearby stood tall and erect, looking down at the ripples and currents that
nudged each other about playfully, like children in the back seat of a car on a long drive. Stones and
pebbles lined the shallow bottom and allowed the water to glide in creative patterns over their smooth
surfaces. Larger, moss covered rocks dotted the bank and provided ideal spots for a child to sit an watch
an wonder.
The creek often taught me things; it was my mentor. Once I discovered tadpoles in several of the many
eddies and stagnant pools that lined the small rivulet. A cupped hand and a cleaned-out mayonnaise jar
aided me in clumsily scooping up some of the more slothful individuals. With muddy hands and knees, I
set them on the kitchen counter, and watched them daily as they developed into tiny frogs. I was
fascinated by what was taking place before my eyes, but new questions constantly puzzled me. Dad was
usually responsible for assuaging these curiosities. He told me about different kinds of metamorphosis
and how other little tine creatures lived in the water that I couldn’t see without a fancy magnifying glass.

By the creek, my mind began to wander. I remember sitting silently on a mossy rock and watching the
birds; I used to pretend I was one. As my body lay still, my imagination would take flight. High above,
looking down on this stream from the pale blue heavens, the wind whistled over my face and the sun
warmed my body. When my eyes flickered open, it was usually time to go home. Sometimes I even did.

“Creek” con’t
I was always up for a challenge. My sister and I used to jump from rock to rock, in a kind of
improvised hop-scotch obstacle course that tested our balance and agility against one
another. She was four years older and I had to practice every morning when she was at
school in order to keep up. On the rare occasions that I outdid her, I wore a goofy smirk for
the rest of the day.
The creek was a frontier. The stream extended far into the depths of the woods. I thought
that if I wandered too far into its darkness, I might be consumed by it an never heard from
again. Gradually overcoming my fear, I embarked on expeditions and drafted extensive
maps using my father’s old compass, a sheet of paper, and a few colored pencils. As my body
grew in height and weight, my boundaries grew in extent and breadth.

Years later, I happened to be walking to a friend’s house by way of the creek. It occurred to
me that what was once an expedition was not merely a shortcut. Although I had left this
stream behind, I found others: new questions and freedoms, new challenges and places to
explore. But this creek would remain foremost in my memory, whatever stream, river, or
ocean I might wade.

Source: “College Admission Essay Samples – Essay Writing Center.” www.international
student.com/essay_writing/college_essay

Common App Prompt 3:
Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or
idea. What prompted your thinking? What was the outcome?
Don’t tell my mom, but I think I want to be a head coach. I have spent
years considering a profession that would please my parents, but recently
a confidence inside me has awakened, and I’m trusting this direction
more than ever. For some, coaching might not be a sustainable career my parents would share this unsolicited viewpoint. I have finally arrived
at a new definition of success. Joy supersedes money. My richest
moments have been found on the court watching athletes discover their
talents and confidence alongside my coaching. Trust me, I know this
may not be a “real job,” as my parents say, a career path, but it has deep
meaning for me now.
I have always been an outgoing person that likes to interact with others. I have always found myself almost
falling into leadership roles in my age group. But when I push myself beyond common expectations, that’s
when surprising things happen.
When I applied to become head coach of a Jr. High Volleyball team, I sold myself in the interview but I did
not expect to get the job. This little sophomore is supposed to coach eight graders, but I am only two years
older than them! How am I supposed to be an authority figure when I don't feel like one? I never felt more
underprepared in my life, but I charged in with my most confident attitude. I discovered that I easily
connect with the girls, and that they did respect me, and that it came naturally.



Coaching makes me feel accomplished. The look on an athletes face when a difficult skill is mastered, like
getting a serve over the net for the first time, is priceless. It’s about IMPACT. I loved being that coach that
sparked something inside a young girl. The more successful I was, the more committed I became because I
wanted that feeling again and again.



The best part of coaching is when you get out of the driver's seat. Although you are the coach, you ultimately
have to watch them play. You can't do it for them. Seeing them succeed, on their own, is the real goal. Playing
volleyball had been my passion, but getting to be the person who passes on the passion is even more
rewarding.



I learned that being a good coach is more than just teaching skills. Being a high school student at the same
time I was coaching Jr. High students put me in an interesting position. My players are also my peers. They see
my actions in school, on social media, and they hear about me from others. So I have to be a good example in
all aspects of my life. If I’m not, they won’t take me seriously. This could damage far more than just team
results. It could cause the girls to lose faith in the whole process. Teaching begins with trust.



As a junior, amazingly, I was asked to coach the freshman team at my high school. This was extremely
difficult. On game days, I had to coach, then right after I had to play. It was all worth it. Not only did I get the
rewards from coaching, but it made me a better player. My players were so excited to learn from me, that they
would stay for all my games. I was always on the clock, always coaching, because they were always watching. I
never worked so hard to improve my own skills.
My plans are certainly subject to change, but I know I
need to always stay involved as a leader. If not as an actual
coach, then as a mentor and role model. Coaching first
gratified me for helping others, then it inspired me to work
harder and to be a better person. Whatever I do, I need
that interaction. It lives inside me now.
Morgan Purdy c/o 2020

Thank you for viewing our
Writing Workshop!
 Please, remember that we are here and eager to assist you with your
essay brainstorming, drafting and polishing!

 Yes, the process is time consuming, but we promise the end
product will be absolutely worth your patience,
thoughtfulness and effort!
 Feel free to request an appointment with your counselor by contacting:
Lara Eichman (12th grade A-L) leichman@asusd.org
Kelli Thompson (12th grade M-Z) kthompson@acusd.org

We would love nothing more than to help each of you
find and share your inspiring personal stories!!!

